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We Live in the Present

We Live in the Present
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Vol. 3, No. 4

Accreditation
To Be Decided

.r

by Greg High
The Southern Association of
Colleges and Schools will hand
down their verdict this December
on whether or not FTU will join
the ranks of accredited universities
across the nation. The time will
1
soon be at hand, and the big
question that every student has
wondered about since coming to
FTU will be finally answered.
The verdict? President Charles N.
Millican said, "I am highly
confident that the decision of the
Southern Association will be a
favorable one. I feel there is
nothing at all to worry about." It
seems that everyone from President
Millican to Dr. Gambrell, Vice
President for Academic Affairs, is
assured that there will be no
problems in gaining the
all-important accreditation.
There ·a re three basic steps in
acquiring accreditation for a
university or college: 1.1.
Correspondence. President Millican
came to FTU in December of 1965.
In January of 1966 he wrote to the
Southern Association in order to
. es fablish general correspondence
lines with them. 2. Becoming a
eandidate for accreditation. The
Executive Secretary of the
Southern Association visited the
FTU campus in 1967.' Shortly after
that time the university was placed
on the candidate list. 3. Becoming a
recognized candidate for
accreditation. In spring of 1969 a
team from the Southern
Association visited FTU. Shortly
afterwards the university was put
on the recognized list.
Last year there were rumors
going around as to the effect that
the library did not contain enough
space to accommodate the number
of students enrollea here. Again
President Millican wrote to the
Southern Association and was told
there was no truth to the rumor
and that FTU's library was
adequate to handle the present
school load. With the administrative
offices being moved to the
administration building and the
fourth floor being converted
entirely into library space, there
should be no problems whatsoever
in the future.
For anyone who might still be
worried that accreditation might
not be attained, there is still one
comforting thought.
Approximately 7 5 per cent of the
faculty have their doctorate
degrees. This number is between
2-3 times the level acceptable to the
Southern Association of Colleges
and Schools.
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Housing Complaints
Aired Over Dinner

Fourteen students met with Thomas K. Wetherell, assistant Dean of
Housing, and Dr. W. Rex Brown, Vice President of Student Affairs
Thursday, Oct. 15 at the Ramada Inn for dinner and to identify the
problems of residential students.
The students, chosen by the
Several aspects of resident life
residents of each of the four dorms, that have gone unnoticed before
were Priscilla Moody, Candis were brought to the attention of
Foster, JoAnne Puglisi, Diedre the administrators. One aspect was
Glisson, Elizabeth Rosa, Robin L. noise from 7 p.m. to 7 a.m., and
Cox, Kathleen Frink, Denise the students requested that these
Gauthier, Chris Wilson, Martin "quiet hours" be strictly inforced.
Hermesch, Mark Barry, David Another new issue was ;roommate
Sebastian, Donald Whitmire, Terry compatability. The students
requested that the administration
W. Gweinn and Chris Peers.
The students spoke to the two consider this problem.
The students also asked for
administrators about the various
phases of residential life. These information concerning items to be
included communication between brought on campus, such as bath
students and administration, mats, extra towels and washcloths,
visitation and calling hours, and desk lamps.
The Student Government bill to
roommate compatibility,
MRA-WRA merger, and merge the Men's Residence
Association and the Women's
consultation of students.
Residence Association into the
The students expressed the Residence Hall Association has
feeling that they were being curbed, been sent to the President's office
and that they felt there was where it now resides.
A suggestion made during the
insufficient communication lines.
They asked for more student evening concerning this was to
participation in making rules. Some decentralize the housing
students felt the residents had not organizations instead, which would
communicated with the faculty, allow local autonomy. Some
and Dr. Brown suggested that students added that there were
students talk more frequently with more solutions to the housing
situation to be investigated.
Wetherell.
No official decisions were made
The residents also asked that
visitation and calling hours be on any of the suggestions, since the
re-examined, and that a possible meeting was designed just to
change in which each residential identify some of the residents'
·
area would have different visitation problems.
Of the meeting, Dr. Brown said
hours be considered. According to
Dr. Brown, calling hours have not that even though the students were
been reduced, but have been only a small representative group of
restricted to the lounge areas in the the 32 residents, that the smaller
dorms to lessen hallway traffic:
(Continued on Page :. 5)

H Vice President Spiro Agnew came to Orlando in peace last week, he
was welcomed that way during a reception for him at the airport.
Agnew spoke at a VIP dinner and a rally later at the Sports Stadium.
See more pictures on Page 7. (Photos by Chuck-Seithel · ·Joe Akerman)

Agnew Supports GOP's
At Sports Stad. Rally
'By Tim Tumlin

Last wee~end Vice President Spiro Agnew arrived in Orlando to speak
at a Republican rally, hold a news conference and to play golf at the Bay
Hill Country Club.
His plane, a chartered Eastern Whisperjet, landed at McCoy airport at
4:30 Thursday afternoon and
wheeled up next to two cordoned with applause when Governor Kirk
groups of reporters and fans. and Congress~an Cramer advanced
Agnew stepped off the jet in the th~ough t~e aisles to the. stag~ and
company of Claude Kirk, Bill quietlY_ disappeared behmd it. _A
Cramer and his usual acid style of few m1.nutes later the stands again
conversation. When asked by ran~ with applause as Cr~mer once
reporters if he had brought Senator agam walke_d d?wn t~e aisles to the
Goodell along, a favorite target for front - thi~ time with Lo_u Frey.
A
h e a r i n g o n
t he his verbal attacks the Vice They too disappeared behmd the
constitutionality of Florida's President replied "N~, but we stage.
.
.
,
"Buy-It-In-Florida" purchasing law haven't checked the baggage
A few mmutes after mne o clock
has been set for Oct. 26 by U.S. compartment yet."
the Vice President came on the
District Judge George C. Young in
The Republican rally, which was stage, to the obvious joy of the
Orlando.
scheduled for 8 p.m~ that night, was crowd, with Congressman Cramer
The case involves yearbook attended by a near-capacity crowd and Governor Kirk , who introduced
purchasing by FTU. Filing suit was at the Orlando Sports Stadium. It Agnew in an extremely laudatory
American Year_book Co. wh_o claims was reported that when some manner. Some of the Governor's
that although 1t was low bidder on advanced Secret Service agents first references to the VP were: "Oh,
the 1969--70 Pegasus Yearbook, the · came to look over the stadium a Mister Vice President, buddy do we
b~d for. the prin~ing was given to a few days before the rally was to be love you ... You are our gladiator ...
higher, m-state bidder.
held, a rattlesnake crawled out Mister Wonderful ... The
from under the bleachers. It was ultra-liberal press wil1 never be able
Judge Young will consider state promptly killed but it must have to silence your voice, thank God, ...
motions to dismiss the case and the added to the worries of all the if you want to hit anyone with a
tennis ball, or a golf ball you go do
plaintiff's motion to set up a agents attending the rally.
The audience was entertained it. There is a love affair between the
three-judge federal court panel to
throughout the event by the Bishop people of Florida and you."
hear the merits in the suit.
When Agnew spoke it was with
Gov. Claude Kirk, the entire Moore High School band, which
cabinet, the state purchasing opened with "Dixie", and the moderation in comparison with
department and FTU are named as Sing-Out Florida band and chorus. some of his previous speeches. He
defendants.
About 8 :30 the stands rang out
(Continued on Page 5)

Yearbook Suit
Hearing Today

If the State Road n ·ept. and the County needed more proof of what
the FuTUre has been trying to tell them about the intersection of
Florida Tech Blvd. and Dean Road, this is it. Ed Gibson, a former
student flipped his car after hitting the bump in the intersection.
Gibson said he was doing the 45 mph speed limit, "but I forgot about
the bump." Road officials say it will be corrected, but promises didn't
do Gibson any good. (Photos .liy Steve Heitzner)

It's In The FuTUre
Agnew comes to Orlando

Mascot suggestions sought

.page 7
.page 10
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Gap Is Not So Gaping
In the past, opinions of the quantity and quality of communication
between the students and the administration of this university have
been quite pessimistic, and not without good reason. But events
certainly made a small turn for the better when the Vice President of
Student Affairs, the Director of Housing, and a group of students
chosen by the dormitory residents to represent them can all talk over
their problems and positions in a calm and social manner. This
discussion cannot be construed as the answer to the differences of the
participants. It did not cause the earth to rumble or the seas to part.
But it did provide the crawling sta_ge of the dependable and reputable
system of communication that is so badly needed between the main
bodies of this institution.
One could probably argue that there has always been real and honest
communication here between those groups, but somehow it seems to
stretch the imagination considerably to regard dummy hangings by the
students and dormitory whistle-stopping by the administration as viable
TRT
medias.

Burn,Baby,Burn
There is a rather autocratic looking sign in the front of every
classroom. It reads "No Smoking, Eating, or Drinking." Yet there are
17- count 'em - 17 cigarette burns in the carpet of a classroom in the
Administration Building that has only been in use for four weeks. It is
unfortunate that many FTU students .are unable to read the signs and
lack the coordination needed to hold a cigarette in their hands.
The decision against smoking, drinking, and eating in the classroom
was made because of the carelessness of the students and professors
while in the classroom - carelessness like burning the carpet. Common
sights were empty Coke cans, candy bar wrappers, ashes on the floor,
blackboard rim and sides of the desks. There were no rules and
apparently no attempt was made to take care of the facilities.
.
Physical Plant made an attempt to curb the problem last year when 1t
placed the signs in each classroom. Now they are forced to ask that the
signs be obeyed.
1

Photo by Lee DeRaud

-Now there are rules and signs in each classroom to prove it. Now that
we have advanced so far we can relax in the classrooms with the burned
carpets, wiping ashes off the desks and kicking the candy wrappers and
Coke cans around during class.
The start of each new quarter finds students "testing" the professor
to see how far he will let them go in breaking the rules. The rules are
there so its up to the professor to make or break them. Therefore the
destructive signs that show the rules have been broken are as much the
fault of the professors as the students.
LJM

ProieCt Claire Ready to Start
The second Lake Claire survey is
complete, and Campus Planner
James F. Schroeder says that 7 5 per
cent of the preliminary work is
done.
The survey revealed that certain
changes would have to be made in
the road and parking lot because of
water drainage. Incorporated into
the Lake Claire project is the effort
to prevent pollution, and one of the

major areas
drainage.

in

Nordby's World

feeder's Digest

this concern is

If there were a golden rule for
managing the FTU cafeteria, it
would read, "Variety in frivolity,
save the scraps and damn the
quality." For instance, old
hamburger never rots painlessly in a
garbage pail, never vaporizes with a
grand old gyind in the disposal.
Instead, it moves down the ranks to
play Salisbury steak, or takes a
walk-on part in the spaghetti, or
becomes an understudy for the veal
cutlet. And can't you just see the
cooks adding Clorox to leftover
tapioca to make grits for breakfast?
They cook their vegetables with a
vengeance. Volatile members of the
ca_bbage clan, such as broccoli,
cauliflower, and Big Brussels and
his little sprouts grievously smell
when overboiled. Peas and carrots
dry up, and squashes turn into
gourds. But the cooks keep smiling
because . the next day they will
dump these wretches in a pot of
beef broth and V-8 juice and brew a
fine soup.
Their dessert counter looks like
the Betty Crocker Museum.
Crustaceous apple pie vies for
favors with a sugar-slathered slice of
devil's food mollusk or a pudding

i.1. Some

lltttrrs Wn W4t £bttrlr

that absorbed five different
maraschino cherries.
Their salad rack resembles a
gopher Happy Hour, but the
gophers would die of obesity from '
all that salad dressing, and the
lettuce would remind them of
wispy wads of celluloid slush.
There is hope for you hot roll
lovers as long as you remember to
run past the margarine. Avoid the
cornbread it gets stuck like Kate
Smith goi~g down a chimney. When
it finally hits your tummy, it will
jaryourgiblets.
All cafeteria proceeds go to Alka
Seltzer, the Galloping Gourmet,
and Pan-American Pa.hlum .

Ed"itor"ial Wronga.

The securit~ measures. for the
recent Republican campaign rally
were apparently both thorough and
stern. A reporter for the FuTUre
entered the door to the Sports
Stadium and, being without a
ticket, pointed to the press pass
pinned to his shirt. This got him
past two party workers but a
steely-eyep Secret Service agent
stopped him, read the name on the
pass, and asked the reporter
"What's your name?"
He told the agent his last name
and started to pull out his wallet to
prove it. The agent ~mmediately
snapped "And what's your first
name?" The reporter told him and
the agent smiled, said "Good boy,"
and turned away.
-o-

Student Government President
Jim St.ringer went with Schroeder
Monday to Lake Claire for
on-the-spot investigation to
pinpoint the exact location for the
road and parking area. Schroeder
plans to spend another day at the
lake for further investigation.

nut's calling to say he's holding the Dean of Men for ransom. >I

The Fellowship of Christian
Athletes is having an organizational
meeting Wednesday, October 28 at
9 p.m. in room 240 of the Library.
All interested persons may contact
Resident Suerpvisor Mike Stone or
Dean of Men William Proctor.

exclude the areas along the
entranceway where I have seen
many cars get buried up to the
fenders in soft sand. I realize this is
Dear Editor:
Such a misguided attempt to just another one of the growing
arouse indignation as your editorial pains of the University but the
"Cars Cars Cars Cars ... " (10-9-70) students are miserable without
should not go unchallenged. In Security making it any more
spite of its assertions and miserable.
pseudo-statistics, the article fails to
Resident Student
establish the actual existence of a 1
Cgncerned for the Commuter
problem. Indeed, your question
"Where are approximately 1000
students parking?" is an
acknowledgement that the
"problem" is only in your own
mind. A more accurate way to
discover the extent of the problem
would be to figure the difference
between the number of persons
who bought parking permits this
fall and the number of available
parking spaces. Then you'd know
just how indignant to feel.
You "wonder when people are
going to realize that FTU is a
commuter-oriented university."
Why wonder when you can find
The Winter Park Chamber of
out? Visit the campus planner and Commerce invites the faculty,
take a look at the master plan; you administrators, and Student
may be surprised at the large Government officers of FTU to
proportion of space allotted to hear Dr. Luis Perez speak on
parking. If, after reasonable "Take-Over Tactics - Education or
investigation, you are convinced Deception." He will speak at the
that extra parking spaces are Winter Park High School
needed immediately, present your Auditorium on Thursday,
suggestions to someone who can November 5, at 8 p .m. Anyone
take action, and back them up with interested in attending Dr. Perez'
facts.
lecture may contact Bill Warden,
Sincerely yours,
Director of Public Information, at
Marian W. Price
extension 2504.
Editor's note: Statistics used in the
editorial were received from
Security. The figures were
approximations , as it was
impossible to estimate exactly the
number of parking spaces.
It is our responsibility to present Editor-in -chief
. . . . Linda Mette!
the problem, and offer suggestions, Copy Editor
. . . . Nancy Smith
not to solve it.
News Editor
Mary Anna Jackson

Campus

~Glances

fature

Riders Wanted
Dear Editor:
I drive my daughter to FTU for
an 8 a.m. class five days a week.
Can drive two more at the same
time from the vicinity of South
Orange Blossom Trail and Gore
Street.
Very truly yours,
W. C. Taylor
1801 Grand Ave., Apt. 12
Orlando, Florida 32805
241-1010 .

Parking Shortage

w11Ar

.:r vvo/AI/Jez.

(L

Dear Editor:
There is a serious shortage of
parking for commuter students on
this campus. A rough estimation of
the number of spaces in the lots
puts it at about 1,000. And this
figure is on the large size for the
correct number we do have.
Considering the fact that we have
5,000 students enrolled, quite a few
faculty members, and a sizable
number of staff and administrators
all needing places to put their cars.
Besides this terrible
1 inconvenience, Security is making
money by giving tickets to all those
who can't find places to park and
so they park in "no parking" zones.
If Security wishes to continue this
practice they should suggest just
where the car ,should p~ put, wheq
all the lots ate full. They should

rRATEi.11/1 7j' /IE g·ELtJ/1)6-S /f:J !'
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Business Manager
Production Manager
Advertising Manager
Classified Ad Manager
Advertising Staff . .

Henry Popkin
.John Gordon
. . James Wald
Henry Popkin
. . Lorrie Ball
Stevie Hendry
Circulation Manager
Henry Popkin
Staff Artist
. Jim Nordby
Art Critic . .
. .Colleen Ilse
Music Critic .
. David Boelzner
Theatre Critic
. . Tim Tumlin
Columnists .
Dick Batchelor,
David Boelzner, "Fearless Freddy", Al
Fickett, Duncan Marks, Linda Mette!,
Slimy Toad, Tim Tumlin
Photo Editor . . . .
Chuck Seithel
Photographers
Joe Akerman,
Rick Alter, Steve Heitzner, Frank
Kosmak, Blake Mason, Jim Pratt, Jack
Rabon
Acting Sports Editor . . Duncan Marks
$tafi Tvpist . . . . . . . . Dorie Baker
Reporters . . . . . . . . John Browne,
David Bryant, Mike Crites, John Gordon,
Clay Hartsoe, Stevie Hendry, Greg High,
Colleen Ilse , Weber Ivey, Fred Kahn,
Duncan Marks, Henry Popkin, Darwood
Santmier, Paul Sicca, Alan Tschlrgl, Tim
Tu mil n, Chris Van Ormer, Beth
Weilenman, Robert Wishoff.
Advisor . . . . . . . . . . Todd Persons
The · "FuTUre" is the weekly
newspaper of Florida Technological
University at Orlando, Florida. The
FuTUre is published by President
Charles N. Millican and written and
edited by and for the students at Florida
Technological University.
•
The FuTUre reserves the right to
refuse to print any letters which are
·submitted. All letters must bear the full
name and address of the person (or
persons) submitting them. Names will be
withheld on request. Address all letters
to: Editor, FuTUre, P.O. Bol< 25,ooo
Orlando, Florida 32816.
, Entered as second class matter at ~he
' Post ~ice at Orlando, Florida.
•
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Nigerian Educator Lauds FTU Teacher Proaram

To pronounce his name is perhaps easier than s?elling it. Sh~hu
.
..
- - - --·--..--.....,........-,.Abdulwahab. He was a visitor to the .campus of Florida Technological
·
University this week, and he made a real impression.
Abdulwahab is Inspector of Education in the Ministry of Education,
Kano, Nigeria. He came to FTU to
listen and learn. He did that, but education system, at the state and
several FTU officials and others he local levels, and to be able to
talked to seemed to have learned a observe the administrative and
curriculum methods in these
lot from him.
Wearing the colorful robes and systems. He arrived in this country
cap of his homeland, a country with September 30 and will leave the
a federated governmental system end of November.
something on the order of the
Abdulwahab told FTU President
United States, Mr. Abdulwahab Charles N. Millican that in Nigeria,
asked piercing questions concerning the school children are segregated
the establishment and into male and female classes at the
administration of the University elementary and secondary public
and the training of elementary and school levels. It is only at the
secondary school teachers at FTU. college or university level that 1
The Nigerian is traveling in the coeds join the male students. Dr.
United States on a grant provided Millican quickly pointed out the ·
by the Carnegie Corporation of opposite system prevailing in the
America and administered by the public school system of the United
African-American Institute in States.
Washington, D.C. The purpose is to
The African educator met with
meet with officials in the American Dr. Millican; George J. King, Jr.,
Executive Assistant to the
President; Bill Warden, Director of
Public Information; Dr. Calvin C.
Miller, Dean of the FTU College of
Education; Dr. Robert D. Martin,
Chairman and Professor,
Florida Tech's radio station Elementary Education; Dr. Harry
started its programming for another 0. Hall, Chairman and Professor,
year last Sunday with many of last Secondary Education; Dr. David E.
years D.J.'s back on the air. WFTU Hernandez, Chairman and Associate
can be found by tuning the radio to Professor, Teaching Analysis; and
Abctulwahab's visit to central
900 on the dial. This year station Dr. Robert A. Rothberg, Associate
ft'TU College of ~ctucation Dean
- Administration.
Florida and to the FTU campus was
manager Bill Zucca feels that it will Professor, Professional Laboratory
and
some
of
his
faculty,
he
said
he
Ab d ulwahab seemed most
sponsored by the Mid-Florida
be a year of change for the station. Program. Abdulwahab also sat in on
impressed with the administrative found FTU's training of future Council for Foreign Visitors. He
A big move is in the works and in a a Senior Seminar being conducted
teachers
"very
outstanding.
Very
setup of the State University
was accompanied on his trip to
few weeks the station will be by John D. Mahaffey, Jr., Assistant
System and of F:Iorida Tech. outstanding, indeed."
broadcasting from new facilities in Professor, College of Business
The attractive campus of the Florida Tech by Eugene Nay,
Following
his
conference
with.
the
the Library building. There will also
University brought many Winter Park, vice chairman of the
be many contests this year to ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~_ co~liments from the lips of the council.
augment the regular programming
Nigerian and the wish that his
and to add student interest in the
country could some day have
Campus Glances
station. The news department has
facilities such as those at FTU.
been expanded to help get the news
The Nigerian education official
of campus happenings out to the
has been a secondary school
listener as soon as they occur.
"Camelot" will be shown at 8 :15
teacher, provincial inspector of
WFTU will start broadcasting
education, and principal of a p.m. tonight and Sunday in the
from 6 p.m. to midnight. The new
teachers college prior to his current FTU Science Auditorium. This is
president of the broadcast club is
assignment as Inspector of another film in the University
Jim Gantner, who says that if any
Education for Kano State in Movies series. Admission is 50 '
interested party wants to become a
cents.
Niaeria.
disc jockey on the station, they
Jacques Cousteau is featured 11
L------~----should contact either Bill Zucca or
a.
m. Tuesday in the Great
Alas, the poor Democrats are at it again. Disappointed during the last
at the second floor studios
Jim Reed, the Negro Democratic Personality Series. The film "The
four years by the absence of the corrupt, stagnant "rule by fogeys"
of the station. WFTU is primarily
enjoyed under previous administrations, they have seen fit to deride the nominee for the State Legislature World of Jacques Cousteau" will be
on the air for the enjoyment of the
was at FTU last Friday. He spoke shown in the General Classroom
Republicans
in another series of illogical blasphemy.
student along with being a teaching
First, they attempt to discredit Claude Kirk, J r. in the GOP'S eyes to the Black Student Union on the Building room 115. Admission is
free. These films are sponsoi'.'ed by
aid for those interested in radio.
because he supported Nelson Rockefeller at the Convention in '68. This grass near the dorm and Village the Village Center.
Center.
was a political move. Politics, however unfortunate it may be, breeds
politicians. In fact, no one remains alive in politics unless he is a
politician. Kirk's action shouldn't surprise the Democrats any more
HAIR CUTS THE WAY
than did Kennedy's when he selected Johnson as his Vice President to
enable a more friendly (and maneuverable) Mike Mansfield to assume
YOU WANT THEM
the position of majority leader. It also might be mentioned that Nixon
AT
himself will be in Florida to campaign for Cramer AND Kirk .
The Demos also mention the GOP terms "forced busing." What,,one
Tired of standing in long
must ask, should it be called when children are bused miles away from a
cafeteria lines at lunch time? The
neighborhood school against their will and to the ill-benefit of their
answer may be in the works when
education? Nor does there appear any irony (as the Demos suggest) in
NEAREST BARBER TO FTU
$1,025,000 worth of bonds go on
the fact that Nixon endorses Kirk. Nixon strongly supports Cramer who
sale early next February. The bonds
fiuthorized the "anti-busing" amendment. ·rt was clearly not the
Just North of Univers'ity Drive-In
will be in increments of $5,000, but
Presidents' policy but that of the Warren-type courts which have
on Highway 50 Union Parle
are to be sold in one lump sum to
deteriorated our judicial system in the last decade.
the bidder who wants the least
ASK
ABOUT
OUR GET ACQUAINTED OFFER
It is hard to tell where the Democrats get their figures, but according
amount of interest for the bonds.
to documented statistics, Florida moved from the No. 35 to No. 24 in
The entire amount of revenue
teacher salaries and from No. 24 to No. 12 in per student expenditure.
gained from the bonds plus any
during the the first 2 years of the Kirk administration. All this without'
money left over fr0m building unionized control of the teachers of the type found in many other,
funds will be used in construction
states.
of a new cafeteria annex to the
And as concerns taxes, the Demos accuse Governor Kirk of increasing
Village Center. It is predicted that present taxes excessively. May I remind them that it is the legislature,
the cafeteria will be more than the Democratic-controlled legislature, which has the power to levy
adequate to handle problems of taxes, not the Governor. And Demos have never been known as fiscal
food serving for the next 10 years. conservatives.
Since spring of 1968
So we complete another tour of Democratic double-talk propaganda.
administrators have been working If the voters wish more of the "rule by fogeys" such as was had under
toward some type of a project to Collins and Burns, then they can elect Askew and Adams. {Did Adams
raise the money for the cafeteria' ever get out of debt? I wonder what he'll do with our tax money.) But
The Federal Government does not if they want to continue the fight against the shenannigans of Pay-Raise
supply any funds for cafeterias, Chiles and Co., they can reelect Republicans to Florida government.
bookstores, or other student-type
buildings. Thus all money for the
building will have to be raised by
the bond issue. Hopes are high for
selling the bonds early in the spring
so that construction can be begun
this summer.

WFTU B~g i1ns
Programming

/1

c.c

....

him

Bond Sales
To Help Build
New Cal eteria

CAMPUS GLANCES

NA TES BA·RBER SHOP

•

r

(".....

SEND YOUR BEST WISHES with warmth. color. and heart
with an original design from our beautiful collection. Each
5 x 5w· card is handsomely printed on fine paper with
golden highlights; each has its own decorated envelope - an .
extra touch that reflects your good taste and care in
choosing the finest. Ask for illustrated leaflet showing
different styles available.

- It seems that someone on the
third floor of the Administration
building has at least some kind of a
sense of hun:ior. Attached by a strip
of tape to one of the sinks in the
men's washroom was a sign written
to protest the absence of a ,soap
dispenser.' The sign read:
Temporary Inconvenience,
Permanent Improvement. Below
which was scrawled the words: Still
Out of Order!!!!

-

-o-

Represen tat ives from Walt Disney .
World will be stationed out on the
patio of the Village Center on
Monday, October 26 to interview
girls who are interested in serving as
hostesses for the Walt Disney World
preview next Saturday and Sunday,

• J

I

7448 Aloma Ave.
Odando, Fla.
PHONE DAY 671-3455, NIGHT 671-2738
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(Contir:ued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)
spoke mostly of the merits of
Republican candidates, naming
Cramer , Kirk , and Frey. When
speaking of Florida Republican
unity , the Vice President brought
Governor Kirk and Congressman
Cramer up to the front of the stage
and raised their. hands above their
heads in ·a prizefighter fashion.
However, Agnew did not come
toothless either, He spoke against
"The radical liberals who dominate
the Congress" and ".. . the tired
irrelevant liberalism that made the
Ninety-First Congress a citadel of
reaction."
The next morning he held a news
conference at the Bay Hill Country
Club and played golf there
Saturday. On the same day the Vice
President left the Orlando area with
relatively little fanfare.

VERVIEW

-

group was preferable, and that
there may be more meetings of this
kind.
Dr. Brown, Wetherell, the dean of
men and the dean of women plan
to meet frequently to discuss
residential problems.

5

Ceremonies

Each Quarter?

A recent issue of the FuTUre carried an article concerning a
controversial hearing by the FTU Student Affairs Committee. In an
attempt to discover more about this particular committee and its
functions, Overview has interviewed some of the protagonists in the
above mentioned hearing.
-oVice-President for Student Affairs W. Rex Brown, in a lengthy
Approval having been granted by
interview explained the purposes, rationale, and procedures of the
Tallahassee, work on repairing the
Student Affairs Committee. In the course of his discussion, he spoke of
swimming pool has finally gotten
two recently enacted state laws passed by the 197 0 Florida Legislature
under way. There is still a court
with reference to narcotics usage and past actions of persons applying
battle going on, however, to
to state universitites.
determine who has to foot the bill.
The first, Chapter 70-51, Senate Bill No. 29 states that the board of
With luck it may be ready by
regents in adopting regulations concerning admissions and fees "shall
Christmas.
take into account the past actions of any person applying for admission
-oas a student to any state university, either as a new applicant, an
applicant for continuation of his studies, or as a transfer student, where
such actions have been found to disrupt or interfere with the orderly
conduct, processes, or programs of any other university, college, or
21 of the Finest Barbers in the South
junior college."
at
The second state law, Chapter 70-362, Senate Bill No. 1089 provides
for the suspension of any "person enrolled as a student in any
state-supported university or junior college who is formally charged by
a prosecuting attorney for the unlawful possession or sale of any
narcotic drug, central nervous system stimulant, hallucinogenic drug or
THIS WEEK MAY WE INTRODUCE barbituate" if such suspension is recommended following an
administrative hearing. If the student is "adjudicated guilty by ·a court
of competent jurisdiction" of the charges against him, he shall be
"Home of the Vacuum Clipper"
automatically expelled and not readmitted to any state-supported
university or junior college for a period of one year. These two laws
Open 7 Days a Week
form the basis for the existence of the Student Affairs Committee.
Vice-President Brown also pointed out that the five-member
- Men's and Women's H~ir Cuts NO
FAST
Committee acts solely in an advisory capacity to his office. The
- Trims - Muapacks - Shampoos Committee reviews those cases pertaining to admissions that come
WAITING
SERVICE
- Razor Cuts - Shaves - Massages
under its jurisdiction and advises Vice-President Brown of its findings.
He then makes the final decision on the case.
Phone 277-4438
Overview then contacted and interviewed two persons whose cases
2019 N. Goldenrod Road (15A) Orlando, Florida
were heard by the Student Affairs Committee and who were denied
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••~ll~m~~~ fu FTU ~on ilie ~~~ ~ ilie oommil~e. In ord~ ~
protect their personal privacy and dignity, they shall remain unnamed.
The specific details of their particular cases are unimportant in this
report. What is important to them and all of us as citizens and students
is whether or not they were given every consideration under the law
and were treated in a fair and impartial manner by the Committee in its
investigation. Both parties felt they were not treated in such a manner.
Both have strong feelings that they were prejudged before they were
interviewed by the Committee. They also felt that even though they
were extremely honest and open about admitting past mistakes
concerning drug use, they were discriminated against because of that
honestv. Both stated that even though they expressed a sincere desire
to make a new start, they felt that sincerity was questioned and
disregarded .
.
Nonetheless , both persons have accepted the decision and have
discontinued all efforts to gain admission to FTU. One is now in the
process of being accepted to a junior college elsewhere and has no
desire to ever attend FTU.
These interviews have been presented not as unequivocal facts, but as
opinions, statements, and feelings of the parties involved. Overview
makes no claim as to their validity or invalidity. However, in light of
consideration of both sides of this issue, certain observations and
suggestions can be made.
The body shirt by h.i.s. 4"
1 ). The Student Affairs Committee has a legal basis for its existence
highboy collar, 3 button
and can help this University by refusing to allow those who violently
disrupt it a chance to do so . A university campus is not a place for drug
cuffs. All available in a
pushers and building burners.
wealth of fabulous fabrics
2). Intelligent, compassionate decisions can be made and have been
and colors designed to make
made by admission committees of this university. I know because I am
the recipient of one such favorable decision. For that, I am grateful. If,
yours the body beautiful.
however, the Student Affairs Committee did not act in a responsible,
Only $9.00.
impartial, unbiased manner, their procedures and policies should be
examined and changed to allow as much consideration as possible in the
future.
OPEN EVENINGS 'TIL 9
3). At least two responsible, mature students should be made
available to serve on the Committee if such representation is requested
by the person seeking admission. If the case is too confidential land
WE
• DINER'S
HONC°RCLUB
BANKAMERICARD
embarrassing~o that person, then their presence would not be required.
mig.i.. lij.@t
• AMERICAN EXPRESS
,Responsible student representation :would help alleviate the
communications gap that may exist in proceedings of this nature.
There are very few people in this world who have not made serious
mistakes in their lives, and fewer still who have never made any at all.
The ability to examine past mistakes and allow a chance to start anew
after due consideration of extenuating circumstances and sincere desire
to improve is the mark of a great man, a great society, and a great
university.
Justice that is not tempered with mercy is no justice at all; it is
dogmatism.
-Al Fickett
SANFORD PLAZA-SANFORD

Campus Glances

MEET

YATES BARBER SHOP

With the advent of over 100
students already applying for their
degrees at the end of the Fall
Quarter, the University Graduation
Committee is considering having a
formal graduation ceremony
sometime in December. However,
no plans are as of yet final on the
ceremony. Dr. Gambrell, vice
president of Academic Affairs, said
"We are studying the possiblity of
having a graduation ceremony at
the end of each term."
Two students may be appointed
by Dr. Gambrell to the University
Graduation Committee. Anyone
wishing to work on such a
committee should contact Jim
Stringer, President of the Student
Gqvernmen t.
The administration expressed its
happiness with the new disposable
graduation gowns. This will enable
students to "get their money's
worth" when aquiring a graduation
gown and eliminates the problem of
having to hire someone to take the
graduation gowns back the day
after the ceremony.

Blair Howard & Jim Davis

THE SHIRT

THAT FITS

LI KE A GLOVE

ii

[I··l1. ·.~·
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Campus
~Glances
Village Center will sponsor two
fashion shows in the next month .
"Mini vs. Midi" will be explored in
the first of these, scheduled for
tomorrow in the Multi-Purpose
Room at 11 :15 a.m. and 12 :15
p.m.
The next fashion show will be
held November 24 at 4 p.m. in the
Multi-Purpose Room.

Prof.Profile

By Weber Ivy
Dr. Bernard Ostle, Dean of the
College of Natural Sciences, has
announced the appointment of Dr.
Francis F. Pyne as professor and
chairman of the Department of
Allied Health Sciences at FTU. Dr.
Pyne, a Canadian by birth, attended
the University of British Columbia,
received the B.P.H .C. degree at the
University of Toronto, and the
M.A. and Ph.D. degrees at the
University of Minnesota.
Since 1968, Dr. Pyne has served
as associate dean and acting dean of
the College of Allied Health
Professions at Temple University,
Philsadelphia, Pa. Previous
experience includes professor and
chairman, Division of Health
Science, Heal th and Physical
Education, Kingsborough
Community College, Brooklyn,
New . York; head, Department of
Physical Education and Recreation,
University of Alaska; professor of
physical education, East Carolina
College, Greenville, N. Carolina~
and Dean of Men, Washburn
University of Topeka, Kansas. He
has worked as consultant to many
hospitals and health programs
across the country, and is married,
with five children aged 12 to 23.
-0-

Now Under New Management

FTU Vice President for Academic
Affairs Dr. C. B. Gambrell and
Business Affairs Vice President
John Phillip Goree have jointly
announced the appointment of Dr.
David R. Falconer as Associate
·Director of FTU's Information
Systems.
PARLOR
Since a r r1 v in g at FT U in
September 1969 from an assistant
professorship in computer science
at the University of Houston, Dr.
ORLANDO, FLORIDA 32803
1621 N. MILLS AVE.
Falconer has helped design a
computer cable link to the
EXCEPTIONAL PIZZA. GREAT BEER
University of Florida computer in
7 LAYER SUBS. SALADS.
Gainesville. The link provides FTU
computer science practitioners and
BRING THIS AD WITH YOU AND GET 50
students with greater computer
CENTS OFF ON A DOUBLE OR FAMILY SIZE
information.
PIZZA. TtflS OFFER IS GOOD ON ANY
Dr. FaJconer, who lives with his
family at 611 Brookside Drive,
SUNDAY, MONDAY, TUESDAY OR
Maitland, received his B.A. from
THURSDAY. OFFER GOOD THRU NOV. 30,
the University of Texas in 1959,
1970.
. his M.S. from Trinity University in
1962, and his Ph.D. from the
1621 N. Mills Ave., Orlando
University of Texas in 1966. He has
also served as a programmer-analyst
841-0002
for the Sou th west Research
"IT'S WORTH THE SHORT DRIVE,,
Institute, and a programmer with
----------------------------------------------------IBM.

SBUEY'S
PIZZA
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You can own a Total·Eleetric, 3 or 4 bedroom home
in E ngelwood for as low as $16, 100. Models are open
today. FHA & VA Financing Available.
641 o Lake Underhill R-ood: • OrJondt,>, flQrldq_• ~Phqi\~
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FuTUre's Friday Girl
There is a Ford in our FuTUre this week. She's Suzanne Ford, a
blonde, green-eyed beauty who transferred to FTU from Lippscomb
College in Nashville, Tenn. Suzanne is a Junior, Management Major and
works part-time in the Placement Office. The 21-year-old Friday's Girl
enjoys all sports - football, skiing, swimming, and likes nothing better
than cooking exotic dishes.
(If you see our roving photographer watching you this week~ smile.
You may be next week's FuTUre's Friday Girl.)

Sidebar on Spiro
With a hail of trumpets and the
strains of "2025" the Republican
party rally for Vice-President Spiro
Agnew got under way. Police and
undercover security men had
checked those entering the rally;
people with cameras, tape recorders
and binoculars were eyed closely.
Crowd estimates ranged from six to
eight thousand in the Orlando
Sports Stadium.
The word for the crowd's
reaction was "reserved". There
were cheering and standing
ovations, but everything was well
under control. The only outburst of
emotion came when Governor
Claude Kirk reached the podium and be.gan talking emotionally.
Orlando riot police with dogs
moved quietly around the
perimeter of the stadium; secret
service men intermingled with the
crowds and were posted at exits.
This reporter noticed about 30
FTU students as well as some
faculty members. Long hairs, clad
in bell bottoms, drew some cold
stares from the predominantly
well-dressed conservatives in the
audience.
The audience enjoyed Kirk. But
when the Vice President took the
podium and the audience rose in
applause, I noticed many students
kept their seats and remained silent.
As the Veep's speech turned into
an obvious political tirade,
hundreds fo people left the stadium
in small groups; most likely to
avoid the traffic jam on the way
home.
All in all, it was very reserved,
very conservative and very
Republican.

The Student Florida Education 1 members from the FTU CCC
Association will be holding its next chapter will be in attendance.
meeting Tuesday, Nov. 3, at 4 p.m.
An entertainment project has
in GCB 115. Anyone interested in been slated for the Winter quarter
membership and wanting further by the club. It was scheduled for
information in the Association is this quarter, but after a study by
invited to attend the meeting.
the Project Committee, it was
-o·
· postponed until the Winter quarter.
The Newman Center is holding This project will be very unusual
services on campus every Sunday. and nothing has ever been staged at
They are held in the lounge of FTU or in Orlando to compare with
Dorm "C" at 10 a.m., and all it. More information will be
students are invited to come.
released concerning this project by
In regards to services at the the CCC as it is formulated but
~ewman. Center itself, d~e to plan to reserve a Saturday night in
increase m schedule, Mass will not the Winter Quarter for this.
be held on . Sunday m?rning as
Fruit cake will go on sale soon.
~efore. We will. have services every This is an annual project for the
~aturday eveni~g at 6: 30 p.m. CCC and proceeds are used to
tns~ead: These will be at the center benefit underpriviledged children.
which is located at 408 E. Lyman Buy your Claxton Fruit Cake from
Ave., Winter Park (across from the the CCC.
Langford Hotel parking lot). For
·o~eneral information call 644-3625.
The regular meetings of the
-0.
The Collegiate Civitan Club Young Republican Club are held in
\CCC) won it's first intramural GCB 119 at 11 a.m. on Thursdays.
football game by defeating God's Any interested student or faculty
Children 21-0. The CCC combined member is welcome to attend.
The next two Saturdays, Oct. 24
a rugged defense with a passing
and 31, will be extremely busy days
offense to capture the victory.
The CCC is currently for the YR. The club is supporting
underwriting Ghost Insurance a statewide YR project, known as
Policies for Halloween. They are "Victory '70," by supplying fifteen
selling the policies at $1 each and volunteers for each Saturday. The
they may be purchased from any project is designed as a precinct
member. The policy covers any walk, whereby volunteers canvass
minor vandalism to property owned the important precincts in Orange
by the insurer that takes place on County. The idea is to distribute
Halloween evening. The insured literature to voters, to acquaint
property owner then simply calls them with the Republican
the central receiving number the candidates.
Anyone interested in obtaining a
next day and Caspers Cleanup
Committee (CCC) will then clean first-hand view of political
up the paper, wash the windows or . campaigning may do so by calling
retrieve the garden hose from the Dennis Keeler, at 277 -8466. A
complete awards ceremony is
roof.
The proceeds from the project scheduled for every person
will be put into the Collegiate participating in "Victory '7 0."
Civitan Fund for Underprivileged Also, there will be parties for the
Children. For further information benefit of the workers, and there is
the possibility that many
contact any club member.
The CCC will be attending the candidates will be on hand to
Florida District Civitan Council personally thank the workers. All in
Meeting which will be held in all, the Young Republicans promise
Tampa this weekend. Clubs from a rewarding experience to each and
throughout Florida will be every volunteer.
·o·
represented at the meeting and six

#
FTU's International Club held its
second meeting this Thursday at 11
a.m. in the Library building in
rooms 348 and 359.
The group, which had 80 people
at its first meeting, is, in the words
of Spanish instructor Stanford
Bergstrom, "open to anyone on this
campus that has an interest in
foreign language."
According to Bergstrom, the next
meeting of the organization will see
election of officers since the
meeting held Thursday was to allow
the students to get to know each
other.
The purpose of the organization
is to try "to interest students by
giving them a bit of culture." The
cl u b w as d e s c r i b e d as a
"departmental project" in which all
instructors in the Department of
Foreign Languages would
participate.
It was indicated by Mr.
Bergstrom that the instructors
would act as guides and that the
programs would be run by the
students. Successive weeks would
see programs depicting the culture
of different European countries.
In keeping with the overall
non-academic theme of the
organization, Mr. Bergstrom stated
that the meetings would be held
off-campus at someone's house or
apartmen~.

-o-

The FTU Christian Fellowship
(the FISH) is meeting each
Thursday morning at 11 a.m. in Ad
109. The club's main objective is
relating Jesus Christ to everyday
life on campus, at home, and at
work. The club will feature guest
speakers of national repute, films,
forums, and dialogue sessions to
present Jesus Christ and relate Him
to the student, staff, or faculty
member. All are invited, so come
on.

CAMPUS GLANCES
Rats in the new Engineering
Building? That ' s what some
terrified students have reported.
' Either rats or funny looking
students with long tai!s.

~~t~~r@ill£~~fil@Jj~~~!f@Jflj~f@1fil~@lf@iU@ill~l@dfif~@lf@~~~

Louis @
Volkswagen
Near~t

Authorized Volkswagen Dealer

6363 E. Colonial Drive
5 Miles West of F.T.U.

277-7220

Captured By The Bug
'68 FIREBIRD HARDTOP

'70 VW DE LUXE BUS

'67 CHEVY 2-DOOR

$1495
'68 VW DELUXE BUG

.,

$1595
'63 FALCON SEDAN

GREAT SHAPE FOR FALL
'68 OPEL KADETTE

SJJ95

Fall suits have a new shape this year ... Rutland's presents a collection
of new clothes for the young man. You'll find meticulous tailoring and
"The Shaped Silhouette" styling are expertly combined with beauty of

(305)
647- 4962

new fall fabrics to create this new shape ... Accessories are bolder and
brighter to compliment the new look. Single and Double Breasted in our
Shaped Suit Collection from $85.

COMPONENTS · SPEAKER SYSTEMS •
RECEIVERS • TAPE DECKS

jfrutcbt!' §ubio Jnc.
339

PARK AVENUE SOUTH

WINTER PARK . FLORIDA 32789

Dear Old Spiro .

Is Here-o ·

Fu TU re Photos

By
Chuck Seithel
Joe Akerman

---- - - - - -
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Another formal rush for
sororities is 'over. Parties began
October 18 with bids being
extended Saturday at the Dean of
Women's office. Pledges for each
sornrity will be announced in
Friday's FuTUre.
The theme "Sister hood
Strengthens" was apparent all
through rush week. Lasting
impressions, good and bad, were
made.
Fideles Sorority held its theme
party at the Club Frisco at Nob Hill
Apartments. Pizza with everything
on it and then some was served
before and during a skit modeled
around the Oien Campbell
Goodtime Hour.
Phase III had Fideles dressed in
long old-fashioned dresses for an
"Old-fashioned Ice-Cream Party."
The party was held on the lawn of
the Pine Hills Bank with
decorations ranging from a bicycle
built for two to a wishing well
complete with pennies .
The final Fideles party was held
at the Gold Key Inn with sisters in
formal attire.

""FuTl.Jre -

29-7 in favor of the TA Us, making
it their second victory of the
season. TAU'splayed their third
game against TEP on Wednesday
October 21.
The TAU pledge class for 1970
fall quarter is as follows: Bob
Matousek, Jim Fortune, Bruce
Broussard, Jamie Cawley, Richard
Lancaster, Howard Welchel, Neil

_TH.E

TOAD
Hunger pains gnaw at my body, shriveling my stomach and causing
my oral glands to salivate profusely. It is once again time to enter the
domain of the "alchemist's" oven. A humongacs sign located high
above the cafeteria beckons to my writhered body, the words in
flashing neon proclaim "PUT ALL REFUSE HERE".
As my stomach drags me toward the end of the line, I am greeted by
hundreds and hundreds and hundreds of drawn faces and bloated
bodies of the starving masses that have gathered to partake of all the
greasy, maggoted, individual heaps of leavings collected from each and
every Dempster Dumpster that has been strategically placed around the
campus by the efficient cafeteria crew (known affectionately as "the
grounds crew").
Nine hours later I am finally able to grasp a cigarette-stained, dripping
wet, almost clean tray from the now dwindled stack. I search through
the silverware for utensils not caked with ancient eggs, shreads of
spinach and old, old, very old steamed liver chunks. Finding no napkin,
I wrap a well used handkerchief around the rusted utensils in order to
keep them clean.
I glance up and am greeted by the smiling face of the "Salad Lady."
In response to my request for 1000 Island dressing she rares back her
spoon and flings 800 islands on my shirt and 200 on my salad, 100
more than last quarter. I then request a bowl of pudding that I have
spied through the numerous hairs and she again rares back and with a
twinkle in her eye, lets fly with a half pound of hair ridden pudding.
Profusely thanking her and rubbing the newly acquired bruise on my
forehead, I hastily proceed to the entree section.
Here I am faced with a monumental decision; whether it is nobler to
suffer the pangs of "Befungused Gaines burger", french fried "Hoff of
Horse" or---or--- uhhhhh--- and hark!!!, then I see it, wallowing there in
a pan of gravy colored grease; a broiled, cheese covered pancake--ahhhh --- a gormet's delight --- retch!!
And then straight from the valley of the Jolly Green Giant--smoked
Broccolli, barbecued Eggplant and the WINNER is---wrinkled,
multicolored, pre-digested Brussel Sprouts.
Closing my eyes, I bravely extend my hand and let fate choose
between the Concreted Cornbread, Mildewed Muffins or raunchy,
rotted, Reclaimed Rolls. My hand closes around a soft and furry Muffin
and the noise of my continued retching is overshadowed by the
haunting cackling of the Roll-Lady (take two in the morning and feel
fine) .
My nose inverts at the first whiff "o f the "fresh" miJk. My hand,
guided by the drive for self-preservation, violently retracts from the
fruited drinks. Taking note of the coffee pot contents and remembering
the salad, the desert, the entree, the vegetables, the rolls and the fruited
drinks, I retch again-entirely cleansing my organs.
Having presented my food card and seated myself at a table that I
have liberated after having a violent and prolonged combat with the
flies, I take inventory of what I have collected upon my tray. I glance at
the retch---! look back at the tray---! glance at the retch---Oh Hell---!
partake of my Retch!!!
SLIMY TOAD

Sororas is proud to announce the
engagements of . sisters,
Diane
Kalter to Randy Straight (Orlando),
Kittie Wallace to Mike Johnson
(Oklahoma)
They're

•

-o-

-o-

Betty Raby is no Mickey Mouse cnick, despite editorial comment on
the jeans.
Richarde, Howard Miller, Mark
Icola, Bill Cang, Bob Oil ts , Rick
Brandsttetter, Russ Hornsby, Ken
Frisbie, Mike Millard, George Keen,
Bob Fuller, John Houff, John
Holcomb, Mark Meyers, David
Erdman, Bob Bailey, Kent Schaber,
Bruce Hansley, Jeff Bales, Earl
Smith, Barry Wilson, Louis
Rotunda, Jim Brooks, and Fred
Maust.

If you don't see what you want,
ask for it!

also happy to announce the
marriage of one of their alumnae, Jo
Fekete to Andy Stafford. Jo is now
teaching at Memorial Junior High

THEW~BANK
.(o~

School in Orlando. Two other
alumnae are also teaching - Jan
Abbott in Inverness and Donna
Leyva at St. Teresa Catholic School
in Titusville.

-o-

Five minutes north of F.T.U.
Member FDIC

I

*

See our selection of needlepoint,
crewel, and yam crafts. Original .
tapestries, tinsel ··.. paintings,
handbags, and flower crafts.
Finished goods and gifts.
Assistance is always available in our
pleasant surroundings around the corner
from the Maitland Art Center.

Beautiful
8 Acres
overlooking Lake Hayes.
Rolling pine land - quiet
f;Ountry living just off Alafaya,' 2
min. from FTU - 664'x520'.
Can be divided. Already Cleared.
644-3329.

-o-

The TAUs held their first little
sister social of the year this past
Friday afternoon, at which time the
brothers and current little sisters
hosted those girls aspiring to be
TAU little sisters. It was an
enjoyable time for all, and the new
little sisters will be announced in
the coming week.
Last Wednesday TAUs played
Kappa Sigma Alpha fraternity in
flag football. The final score was

••

Tired of roast eagle? F~wiSb .*ie
same old menu? Contrary to popular
belief, the eagle is not extinct. YGU
can find him alive and kicking at the
American Opinion Bookstore, 1209
Edgewater Drive. 12-5 Saturday 10-5.
Ph. 241-2228Check 'em out sometime.

Term papers typed. Reasonably
priced with fast service
guaranteed . Phone: 644-6532

Interested in receiving one
hundred 8x10 or 5x7 color
portraits with a lovely top grain
cowhide album? For more
information phone 277-4831,
after 5: 30 p.m.

-:::~~:::::::::::::::::;:;:;-.:::-;c;.:W::C-~

245 S. Maitland Ave., Maitland

WANTED
The FuTUre's Classified Ad section

(kitty-korner from Post Off ice)

645-0878

Open 9:30 - 5:30

Wanted studious girl roommate
to share two bedroom apartment
at La Aloma Apartments. Call
671-0551.
I

••

SERVICE&
~~~m;~;:~:~:;:;:;:;:;::::::::::::::::

7Yz foot - good shape
Full Rack minus No. 15 Ball
Sacrifice! $25 .00
Contact Greg Becker
Oakmount Apts. No. 4 North End,
Oviedo. Monday-Thursday After 5 p.m.

Th e fall pledges for Theta Sigma
include: John Acor, Chuck Baylis,
Russell Cole, Esten Colley, Jr.,
Edwin Goss, Howard Hickok, Jr.,
William Hufford, Kenneth Martin,
John MeMann, Kenneth Smith, Jim
Thomas, John Tubb, and William
Williams .

'' .. .

FOR SALE
~S.~A).

Pool Table f"M! ~al.e

-o-

1

Phone 365-3272

fuTUre Classifieds

No gift is more appreciated than
one that has time, care, and
affection worked into it.

I

of OlXulc

P. 0. BOX 248 • OVIEDO, FLORIDA 32765

HANDMADE = l•VE

The brothers of Theta Sigma
Chapter of the International
Fraternity of Delta Sigma Pi held
their first annual "Opportunity
Party." The brothers as well as the
pledges enjoyed the eventful
. evening.
The evening began at the Howard
Johnson's on I-4 and Lee Road .
From there the Fraternity
regrouped at the home of the
President's brother-in-law. There
the brothers and pledges enjoyed
two fine films and cold
refreshments. The annual party
concluded at the "Backdoor," a
local cocktail lounge.

,,;/

St.fMY

Tri-K sorority, like all the other
sororities, was busy-busy with rush
this week. They did quite a snow
job on the rushees Sunday
afternoon at the ice-water party
whose theme was "Snow Scene."
. At their "Daisy Mae in Tri-K
Hollow" skit party Monday night,
all the girls did a lot of ad libbing
with Donna Dosh playing Daisy
Mae and Wendy Martin acting as
L'il Abner.
T he brothers of Phi Alpha
Epsilon are proud to announce
their new little sisters. They are
Randy Mesmer, Betty Raby, Shawn
Shreiner, Eli no re Hernandez,
Marietta Monson, Leurise Keiser,
Ka thy Lauten, Jody Crawford,
Sharon Ramer, Nancy Woycki,
Robin Hesse, Pam Smith, Linda
Hester, Linda Forth, Susan Trapp,
Kathy Mattin, Bette Heins, Kathi
Jarnagin, Pam Curry, and Tiger
Oglesby.
A delegation of Phi Alpha
Epsilon brothers and their dates
will be attending the
Florida-Auburn Homecoming game.
The PAE's will be meeting with the
brothers of Sigma Alpha Epsilon to
promote close relationships
between Phi Alpha Epsilon and
national chapter SAE . A weekend
full of activities is being planned
and colonization will be discussed .
Student Government elections
occur this Friday and the brothers
of Phi Alpha EpsiJon urge all
Greeks and members of the student
body to vote and show their
support for Student Government.
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Sororas spent the last few weeks
preparing for rilsh. Workdays were
held during the weekends, and the
final touches for rush were added .
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Special Rates.
Watch For It.
Use It.
(For more information contact the
FuTUl"e Office.)
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Guess Who's
Coming?

Pakistani Professor
Goes For Philosophy

The Guess Who will appear in
concert Thursday, October 29 at
8:30 p.m. in the Orlando Municipal
Auditorium. The concert is
sponsored by the Village Center.
Tickets are available in the
Village Center, Streeps Ticket
Agency, and at the door on the
night of the performance.
Admission to the public is $4, and
to FTU students $3. The FTU
discount is available only at the
Village Center.
The Guess Who, who will be
appearing alone, have won the RPM
poll twice as top vocal-instrumental
group. Their current record is
"Hand Me Down World." More
than seven of their single recordings
have been million sellers, including
"These Eyes," "Friends of Mine "
and their early hit "Shaking
Over." Their most popular record
has been "American Woman "
selling over one and a quart~r
million ~opies.
The Canadian rock group is also
known for their LP albums
., 'American Woman'' and
"Wheatfield Soul."
During the recent visit of Great
Britain's Prince Charles and Princess
Anne to the United States The
·~!!!~ Guess Who performed for th~m at
i;
the President's Ball at the White
House .

•phiJ<?sophy is the pursuit of wisdom, a search for truth through logical
reaso_nmg rath~r than fac~ual observation, according to Webster.
Philosophy is th~ .sub1ect of Dr. Hussaine Kassim, FTU's Assistant
Professor of Humamt1es, who was born in Pakistan
He received his bachelor's ~:-------·----.,------
master's and doctorate degree fro~ His experiences in this country have
the University of Bonn, and has shown him that the society is not
done research work in Buffalo, clo~ed. The people seem more
N.Y. He and FTU "found each pohte, too. He feels that this is
other," he says. While in New York, because many American citizens go
he wrote to the campus. The over~eas, on . vacation, as active
university and he shared many soldiers or sta~1oned on foreign U.S.
interests, which resulted in his bases. By .seen:ig so many peoples
coming to the campus. This is his r~at way, foreign 1 faces cease to
first year as professor here.
ook so new.
Dr. Kassim finds that students
here are ambitious and active, and
that they like to learn. His students
p articipate in class, even though
ccasionally they need
encouragement. He didn't expect
Elections, a new club and
their alertness, and said that they
apportionment for the Senate
might not be doing the work
composed the business of the
outside of class, but that during Senate meeting held on Tuesday.
classtime the students are busy.
For those people who haven't
Philosophically, Dr. Kassim
voted yet, voting is taking place in
started as an idealist, but now he is
the_ Village Center near the post
interested in existentialism. He is office and .mail boxes. The Senate
currently continuing his · research in
wants to take this opportunity to
this area.
thank the students who helped out
He sees the renewed interest in
during the elections by working at
_philosophy as a result of increased
the polls.
knowledge about philosophy. The
A new interest club was
. world is discovering "there is not
introduced at the meeting. The
just one way of life, but many."
Industrial Engineers club was
He also said "It takes time to
approved by the council by a
discover and create one's own unanimous vote.
philosophy. One must have
The apportionment for the
patience.''
Senate was introduced and
When asked about religion and approved at the meeting. After this
philosophy, he said that often eelection, there will be a total of
religion becomes a foundation for a thirty-three Senators. The Senate
philosophy. The pantheistic will consist of ten Freshmen, seven
(Photos by Blake Mason)
religion, he said, was a forerunner Sophomores, eleven Juniors eight
of the Greek philosophy; the Seniors, and two graduate st~dents.
NOW, THAT'S A .PR.OBLEM.
entrance of Christianity changed
Approval of the Summer Senate
philosophy.
Activities was tabled until the next
Philosophy and science are not meeting. This is so that it can be
strangers, according to Dr. Kassim. written into the Constitution.
In fact, philosophy can be used in a
(What's Your . Problem will he a science ~as yet ~ discover the cure
scientific way for more exact
weekly column devoted to . for this tragic and terminal
results. Often the "scientific
approach marks the difference in
Sign written in chalk on I.he answering your questions about . afflicti?n which so wantonly strikes
the students of philosophy and student lounge blackboard in the almost any subject. If you think down its victims without regard to
laymen," he said.
Administration Building: "If you something needs to be corrected age, co 1 or' or n um her of
The United States people seem can't clean up this lounge, how do but feel you can't "Fight Cit; dependents in its branches.
more open minded to Dr. Kassim . you expect to clean up the world?" Hall", ask us, and we will either get Therefore we ask that the students
action or an answer. Address all of FTU regard these crippled plants
-·questions to "What's Your with a little more respect. As an
"The Home of Happy Banking"
Problem?", FuTUre, P. o. Box . extra note, the FTU physical plant
M
at
25000, FTU, and either mail them has
been awarded the Luther
B
b
k
E
F
om
off
campus
or
drop
them
in·
u
r
an
award for the
fr
M
the
inner-campus
mail
boxes.)
compassionate
and comforting care
D
they have given to these stricken
B
I
children of nature.
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There is a palm tree between the
dormitories which has apparently
seen its finest hour a long time ago
- yet it was just planted recently.
When are they going to ditch the
disgusting failure ?

University be landscaped? The
opening drive is very unattractive
and spoils all the beautiful
landscaping around the buildings.
Have you no shame? Is nothing Can't they at least seed it for grass
sacred? Mr. Schroeder has disclosed if they won 't sod it?
the disturbing news that the very
same palm you speak of as well as
some others around cam
.
. pus are
suffermg
from
tr
d"
Th"a rare tropical palm
. ee ise_ase.
is co_1umn regrets to
mform its readership that modern

Attention: Construction workers

were baffled by the large amounts
of water that appeared every day in
the reflection pon? whi~h was
supposed to be drained . Fmally a
pa~ing student pointed out that the
sprinkler system was the culprit._
The pond will be filled with water
legally by the_ physical plant
department sometime next week.
The
-ofinal enrollment figure
released by the Office of Academic
Affairs puts the total .student
enrollment at 5,-003 - only three
students 0 ff from figures
announced last week. The final
-0breakdown of the figures according
to c1ass, sex, college, etc. are not
When will the entrance to this yet
available.

s h d fr
h
h . c roe er om t e p ys1cal
plant says that the university has·
not allocated enough money this
year "or
the la n d scapmg.
·
H owever,
L'
they should be able to do the 1"ob
by about next summer.
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Electron Scope
For FTU Viewing
Engineers at FTU will soon be
able to see 100,000 magnification
pictures of various metals with the
new electron microscope located in
the Engineering Building. The scope
was ordered last March and was
received about September 1 of this
year. It will operate via a 100,000
volt electric current. There is a
water cooling system for the scope
which, at the moment, is presenting
problems. It seems that Florida
water is too hot for the scope's
cooling unit to attain uniformly
cool water for its vacuum unit.
The reason FTU is fortunate
enough to have the microscope is
two-fold. First, it will enable the
university to compete with other,
·larger schools; and second it will

'
,~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~=~~~~~~~~·micro~o~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~9allow
~ti~ teKhlq
·research~ facilities
here .

For "The Anytime ·Sound"
Try Stereo .. 8,, Tapes and Portable Players
From

VIDEO SONICS
645-0882
"8" Track - Cassettes - Tape Decks
Cameras & Photo Supplies
Between Steak & Shake & McDonalds

and
The
is n~ ~ally asrarea
1 thing
as some people think. Dr.
1Wi11iam F . Smith, the man in charge
jof the scope, says that most
ONLY . FOR THOSE
1universitites have at least one or
WHO CARE . . . . .
Jtwo. The University of Florida, for
example has two in the metalurgy
department alone.
A light microscope alone cannot
BUY YOUR CLOTHES
do the jobs required of engineers
WHERE YOU CAN PUT
who work with metals and their
YOURSELF TOGETHER YOUR
properties. The electron
microscope, however, magnifies up
~WAY.
to 5 angstroms (one angstrom =
,10· centimeters) or approximately
· 100,000 magnification as compared
with the light scope which can only
THE
magnify up to 1,000 magnification.
FTU has . come up the ladder
1
another notch by the acquiring of
HWY. 436 AT ALOMA AVE. • WIN"F...ER P'AR~
· the electron microscope. It will
benefit not only the Engineering
CONWAY CENTER e OR LANDO
, , . , , , , . ~~o.ar~i;nent . hn t i;hP • N .. t11v<>l
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Cheerleaders ''Raise. The Spirit''~

FTU ChePrfoq~'"r~ mtow their stu~f W~dnesday as they work on raising the school spirit
for the upcoming basketball and wrestling seasons. Cheerleaders are concerned about the
evident lack of enthusiasm about team sports so far this year, and hope to- cheer things up

Eight For Black And Gold
by Sandee Burden

"To help build school spirit." "To help do away with apathy." "Give
the team some support." "Just for the fun of it." - These are some of
the reasons the FTU cheerleaders went out for the squad.
What does it take to become a cheerleader? During the spring quarter,
tryouts are held for cheerleaders of the following school year. There are
very few requirements for eligibility. Any student of FTU with a GPA
of 2.0 or higher is eligible. Before the actual judging the cheerleaders
hold a series of practices, and it is mandatory to attend at least five.
There are ten people asked to be judges. This group represents all
phases of the FTU body - faculty, staff and students. Each judge is
given a ballot sheet. On this, they score each applicant on skill, poise,
and enthusiasm. The scores are then added, and the ten girls with the
highest overall scores are selected as cheerleaders.
This year eight girls will be trying to build school spirit at FTU. One
way they will try to build the spirit is by having a pep rally before each
basketball g¥lle. If student turnout is "good," the cheerle&ders will
continue the pep rallies.
Another way to build up school spirit is through the fraternities and
sororities. The girls hope that "the fraternities and sororities will get
behind the team," and help build enthusiasm. One idea the cheerleaders·
have is for all the brothers or sisters of a fraternity or sorority to sit in a
group at the games, At the end of the year, an award may be presented
to the fraternity and sorority having the best turnout at the games.
Donna Johnson, captain, 5' 3" tall, blonde hair, brown eyes. Majoring
in Elementary Education; Donna is a junior. She was a cheerleader
durin~ her freshman, sophomore, junior and senior years at Edgewater
High School. Because she liked it, and was used to helping, she tried out
to become an FTU cheerleader.
Kathy Lauten, co-captain, 5'6" tall, brown hair and blue eyes. Kathy
is a junior at FTU and is majoring in Elementary Education. She is
interested in cheerleading because it is fun. She tried out for cheering
because she wanted to help build school spirit.
Wendy Martin, 5'8" tall, blonde hair and blue eyes. As a junior at
FTU, Wendy's major is Physical Therapy. This is Wendy's second year
as a cheerleader. She feels that through cheering she can support the
school. She also feels that she is helping to do away with apathy. '
Sandy Worden, 5' tall, brown hair and blue eyes. Sandy is a junior
and has Business Education as a major. Sandy was a majorette at Boone
High School for her entire time there. She went out for cheerleading
with the hope of building some school spirit. She also thinks that the
team needs support, and through cheerleading she is helping.
Sherry Frink, 5'6" tall, brown hair and brown eyes. Sherry is a
sophomore and her major is English Education. By being a cheerleader,
Sherry hopes to help build up school spirit.
Chris Hand, 51A'' blonde hair, and blue eyes. Chris is a sophomore at
FTU. She is going to major in Education. The fun that it seems to hold
is what drew Chris to cheerleading.
Lorraine DeNapoli, 5'3" tall, brown hair and brown eyes. Lorraine is
a Math Education major, and a sophomore. Her junior and senior year
at North Miami Sr. High School, Lorraine was a cheerleader. When she
came to FTU she went out for cheerleading because she wanted to "get
involved."
Dawn Thornton, 5'5" tall, blonde hair and blue eyes. Dawn is a
sophomore student majoring in Psychology. Dawn was a cheerleader in
junior high school. Because she enjoyed it then, she wanted to be an
FTU chee_rleader.

at the games and matches. They will hold weekly pep rallies. See Story. (Photo by Steve
Heitzner).
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Pep Club Screams
For an FTU Masc-ot
By Duncan Marks

Want To Be
A Robin Hood?
FTU has a "Robin Hood" on the
campus. Although he doesn't dress
in the lincoln green of Sherwood
Forest, Tom Worthington is known
by his friends as a really
"straight-shooter."
Worthington took first . place
individually in the National
Archery Association Southeastern
Regional Inter - Collegiate
tournament Sunday in DeLand.
Stetson University, the host, took
the team event.
Worthington has been shooting
for eight years, three in collegiate.
A senior majoring in accounting,
Tom specializes in bare-bow
shooting. The "bare" relates to the
bow, not the shooter. It means that
no sights are us~d as in "free-style"
shooting.
He is interested in setting up an
archery club here at FTU with the
purpose of furthering the sport,
especially target shooting. The
fundamentals of shooting would be
taught to all novice club members.
Worthington feels that physically
"a range could be easily set up on
campus."

An FTU Player
Is The Favorite
In Chess Tourney

The "spirit of FTU" is not the highes.t thing on this campus, it-Wlt.S
ppined Tuesday. by an FTU cheerleader. "We must elevate the
atude~t involve'ment on this campus,'' Wendy Martin stated.
The setting was a group discussion; the purpose was to determine if a
student club was needed to perpetuate the special events on the FTU
campus. The need for a school mascot w~ repeatedly pointed out.
Representatives from the P.E. facilities, the FuTUre dorm students
and the administration gathered together to clear the air about school
spirit. The cohsensus agreed that the "University Cheerleading Club"
was to remain active. The club is made up of the varsity cheerleaders
and a pep club to help generate and channel school spirit.
It was noted that the only major group supporting the FTU
basketball team last year was the fraternity Sigma Alpha Epsilon, w.119
attended almost all games in "full-force."
To gain widespread student support of not only basketball team, but
wrestling as well, the Club has asked for a budget of $3,000 this year to
provide buses to games, after-game dances, and commercials and posters
to inform the student body.
Half-time entertainment and publicity gimmicks were discussed;
closed-circuit broadcasting of away-games was also brought up.
The group plans to gather Tuesday. at 11 a.m. in GC 202 to meet
Russ Solarno, coordinator of the basketball pubHcity _program on
campus.

NOW AVAILABLE-SPECIAL· LOW COST

FuTUre CLASSIFIED ADS
\

FOR AS LITTLE AS $1.50 A WEEK TELL 5500
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EACH ADDITIONAL LINE .25
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The Orlando Chess Club will holn
the Orlando Challengers
I Tournament October 23-25 to pick
a challenger for a match with the
current Orlando champ,ion, Mike
Spedale, the Florida high school
chess champion.
FTU is resting its hopes on
sophomore Harold Alford, a Class
A player who is favored to win. The
tournament will be held at the
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Orlando Chess Club across from the
Municipal Audi t orium on
Livingston Avenue.
Divided into two sections, the
We carry all equipment . including
event will feature an Open and an
U.S. DIVERS - DACOR - VOIT
Amateur Division. John Abraham,
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Florida
State
"All makes Fiat to Rolls P.,oyce"
SPECIAL PRICES ON USED EQUIPMENT
Champion, will compete in the
1... -- ,
tourney.
24 Hour Air-Fill Service
-1~
Mark Ryan, assistant tournament
Plus
director said · that "FTU's Alford is
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one of the strongest players
Hours:
... ·STUDENT DISCOUNTS competing."
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Last week I was able to visit several of the games - both Greek and
Independent and let me tell you, there is going to be plenty of real
action this season. Many people have the preconceived notion that just
because a team is listed as independent that the action will be less
exciting. Don't you believe it. Every independent team I've seen has
some real high caliber stars that could change the score either way.
This week I wanted to add something- new to the column. Many
people have been asking "Who do I watch if I go out there." This is a
legitimate question since many really don't know anyone on many of
the teams. So, to aid you in this respect I have gone to the various
teams and 'picked out people you should keep an eye on in the game.
During the season I hope to be able to spotlight all the teams, but this
week I only have four - two Greek and two Independent.
"23" - Led by quarterback David Beard, "23" has a potent offensive
Things are really up in the air as TEP defeats SSX
attack with John Holden and Gary Bollard at the ends. Ronnie Cordell,
Gene Kruckmyer, and Randy Grienwood round out the attack. This is a 19-0 in intramural football action last week. See
small team, so these boys go both ways. If everything jells this season,
"23" should be on or near the top in the Black League.
TEKE II - Teke II, in the Black Indie League, was 0-1-1 at press ·
time, but this team has the potential to be on top if they ever could get
it all together. On offense, quarterbacks Mike Otz and Rick Keller
spearhead the attack with Pat Strong at end and Gary Hallman at slot
end. On defense, look for John Griggs (who also is the center) at
outside line backer. Also keep your eye on Greg Johnston and Dennis
Keller in the defenseive secondary.
TAU - Quarterback Dennis Durkin paces a powerful TAU offense
along with end Greg Gavel and slot back Mike Abufaris. This team that
scored 61 points in its opener and 29 in its second game, is aided by a
strong defense led by triple safties, Allan Mickelson, Bill Tudor, and
Greg Gavel. Middle linebacker Scott Tomson rounds out the TAU
defense. Definitely, this is the team to beat in the Fraternity circuit.
XA - But if any team has a shot at TAU it has to be their old rival
Chi Alpha. Known for its defense, led by defense backs Bob
Hazelwood, Robin Weir, Bobby Wolfe, and Wayne Leland, the Chi
Alpha 7 is one of the toughest defenses in the league. On offense, QB's
Chuck Williams and Donny Hill lead the attack with Chris Wilson,
Wayne Leland, and Ralph Bundy at the back and evil positions. Other
people worth watching are Tim Batchelor, slot end, and line men John
Kirk and Ed Wightman. Look for XA to be there if its offense is on.

NEWS

FTU's Soccer Team

s

Really On The Ball
By Duncan Marks

sllUllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllUIUlllllla

~FEARLESS

TOP TEN~

§
Last week, 3 right, 0 vi.rrong.
~ As of October 20
§ 1) TAU 2-o ·
~ 2) XA 2-0
~ 3) PAE 2-0

5

§

5
§

5

~

' 4) FAC/S 2-0.

§
~ 5) TKE l·l
§
In games this week, TEP, led by Joe Griffin and Mike Sterling, rolled § 6) CCC 2-0
§
to an easy 19-0 win over sm~l but stubborn Sigma Sigma Chi. PA~ ~ 7) BomhP.rs 2-0
~
took .a forfeit fr<_>m the _world s w_orst team, Delta Tau .. Tau and Denn~
8) Roadrunners 1-1
§
Durkm took an impressive 29-7 victory over KSA. Chi Alpha pulled it § 9) "23" 1 _1
§
out. wi~h a.last min~te TJ? pass to edge a fine TKE ~~am 6 to 0. 11_1 t?e 5,. lO) GDI 1 _1
~
Indie cir~mt, Collegiate Civit~n (CCC) showed sur1;msmg strength m its , iiiilHtttHllllltttltlllUllWlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllm
._ 21-0 white wash of zero Zimmerman's God Children. Faculty-Staff
proved their team to be the team to beat in the Gold League by
upsetting the highly rated Roadrunners 14-13.

5

'··-·.·.·.............·.···········rl'··········.t'.·.·-···-·...............,....................
At first there were skeptics, now they are believers - last week I,
Fearless Freddy, was 3-0 at presstime. So beware. And now, the
forecast.
In major games Oct. 26 - TAU 7 - XA 6. (Don't miss this game. I wouldn't bet any
money on this rivalry, which could go either way.
Oct. 27. - "23" - 18, Mauders - 13. "23" is a bit stronger.
Oct. 27 - Fae-Staff 21, CCC 7. Civitan is good, but when yom
players are the best ...
Oct. 28 - PAE 14, TEKE 6. A powerful PAE offense meets a strong
TEKE defense - what a match.
Oct. 29 - RoadRunners 14, CCC 13. Look for the RR's to bounce
back in this game.
In other games, Oct. 26, SSX 26 - DT O; TKE 21 - TEP 0. Oct. 28,
TEP 34 - DT O; XA 21 - KSA 6; TAU 35 - SSX 6. Oct. 29, GDI 12 TEKE II 6; Bombers 19 - BBB 6.

Women's IM
Warming Up

This quarter the sports in start
for the girls are volleyball,
powder-puff football, and coed
volleyball. This Tuesday,
Wednesday, and Thursday, the ten
volleyball teams started playing
their first games for the Fall quarter
behind the Village Center. Their
games are on these three days every
week starting at 4:15 p.m. and 5
p.m. The teams are as follows: the
~· Dippoettes, the Gabs, the Sororas,
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~the Knkkerbocken, the All Stars,
the Busch Babies, the Tyes, which
UkLANDO' S NEWEST DRIVE-IN THEATRE
won the Women's All Sports
Trophy last year, the Dirty Dozen,
and the Phrogs. If any girl still
wants to join, just notify Ken
Renner, in tramurals director,
DRIVE-IN THEATRE
within twenty-four hours prior to
EAST 50 AT UNION PARK
TELEPHONE : 273-0860
the game to be played.
Last year, there was great
NOW THAU TUESDAY. OCTOBER 27
enthusiasm toward the powder-puff
FIRST DRIVE-IN SHOWING
football game during the second
At 7:00 "Anne of the Thousand Days"
quarter. This year, Renner hopes to
ALSO
At 9: 10 "Number One"
see even more high spirits, as he
J"T · -says, "I regretted that it was not
until the second quarter last year
that it followed men's football."
This season's entry deadline is at 4
p.m. on November 9. There will be
a meeting on November 10, at 11
a.m. in room 2 0 2, in the Physical
Education building, for the captains
of the teams, and also for any girls
,.. .,,i!Rl.(1 !J( R>4 om RIH!XlPH ... .i..w IQIJlt.!I • • .., . ... """"'" •-. _ ,..,
interested which are not assigned to

"The soccer team has improved five-hundred per cent," proclaimed
Robert Steadman, sophomore president of the soccer club and team
captain; "with our potential ... this year's team is really together."
The team will join the Central Florida League in the Winter quarter,
which will insure them eight games and the chance to vie for a trophy.
In that league, FTU will face teams from Jacksonville, Daytona Beach,
Clearwater and Orlando.
Until the winter quarter, the team will meet local high school and
college teams in games and scrimmages. FTU recently lost to 'Stetson
11-1 and played Rollins Wednesday, winning..
.
The next big game is November 7, when FTU takes on Florida
Institute of Technology .
The teams members, positions and comments are:
*Larry Gilbert, sophomore, from Valencia Junior College; left wing.
"Excellent outside passer ... has a natural left foot ... very accurate."
*Bob Schwartz, sophomore returnee; left-inside. "Short-passer." Club
VP.
*Robert Steadman, sophomore, team captain, veteran. "Steady ...
front liner." Former Winter Parker .
*Harrv Lo. frosh; right wing from Hong Kong. "Very dependable."
*Josh Limroheat, 'rosh, outside full-back; from Taiwan. "Good long
aerial passer ... outstanding player."
*Ron Weylen, sophomore, from Boone High; right outside fullback.
"Most spirited."
*Rob Magnussen, junior from Arkansas State U., right halfback;
originally from Iceland. "Fantastic!"
*Wan Fabio, junior from Colombia, South America, left halfback.
"Another fantastic player."
*Jim Cole, sophomore, left inside fullback from Boone High. "Has
desire to play ... great spirit."
*Leon Huffman, sophomore from Winter Park high, right inside
fullback. "Another veteran returnee ... pivot man ... controls the ball
and the defense."
*Ivan Santos, frosh, goalie from Colonial high. "Fantastic hands ...
like magnets ... really stops the ball!"
*Other returnees are goalie Gref:! Martinet, sophomore, and Richard
Schmidt, junior. "Well developed utility man."
The FTU soccer team is really "on the ball" and they hope to "sock
it to their opponents."
'Offense

FTU H'70 Soccer Formation
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Fearles.s Freddie's Fantastic Football Forecasts for
details. (Photo by Chuck Seithel)
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behind the pool on November 11
and 12, at 4 p.m. On these two
days the girls will learn the skills,
the rules, and participate in the
game. Commu~~ as well as ilio~
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not only as players, but also as
officials or referees. The entry
forms are available on the
intramural bulletin in the library,
and in the Physical Education
office.
All students, faculty and Mr. Engert (ext. 2314) will be glad
Ending the Fall quarter, will be administration members are invited to answer all queries concerning the
the coed volleyball games. Plans for to join the newly-forming saddle riding club.
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THE GUESS WHO

..

IN CONCERT
THURSDAY, OCTO"BER -29, 8=30. P.M ..' BOX OFFICE OPENS 6=00 P.M.
.

ORLANDO MUNICIPAL AUDITORIUM
TICKETS ON SALE FOR $4.00 AT STREEPS &F.T.U. VILLAGE CENTER
FTU STUDENTS & GUESTS MAY PURCHASE TICKETS
AT THE
FTU·VILLAGE CENTER FOR $3.00
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